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IN ORDINARY CONVERSATION, speakers take turns at talk that usually consist of one turn constructional unit, and then speaker exchange occurs (Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974). In telling a story, a speaker produces more than one turn constructional unit. To do this, a prospective storyteller (sometimes in collaboration with prospective recipients), indicates that there is a story to tell, and may be granted the conversational floor for an extended turn (Jefferson 1978; Sacks 1978). As a storytelling proceeds, the ends of turn constructional units may provide opportunities for, or make relevant, turns by recipients. As I discuss below, these recipient turns are usually minimal, and foster or support the ongoing storytelling, both in terms of reserving the conversational floor for the storyteller, and facilitating the action the teller purports to be producing through the telling (Stivers 2008). There are occasions, however, when a recipient produces turns that disrupt or intervene into an ongoing storytelling. It is these recipient responses that are the focus of this chapter.

I describe two ways in which recipients can intervene into storytellings (thereby temporarily suspending or diverting them), and address the import for family relations of the character and placement of these interventions. The first kind of intervention involves attending to local material matters. The second involves recipients producing nonaligned responses. Both practices are widespread in my data set.

This chapter draws on more than forty videotapes of family dinners, most of them holiday dinners, and approaches these data from the perspective of conversation analysis (cf., e.g., Atkinson and Heritage 1984). The data are videotapes of events that would have occurred whether or not they were videotaped. Families signed informed consent forms, and they agreed to videotape “ceremonial” dinners (e.g., Thanksgiving, Easter, or Passover dinners) by setting up a video camera before dinner in a position that included all participants in the camera’s view, turning the camera on, and letting it run until the end of the dinner. The interaction preserved on these tapes was examined for possible orderly practices and sense-making processes in interaction through which participants produce actions.
For conversation analysts, once a candidate phenomenon is identified, a collection is built of multiple possible instances of the phenomenon. These are then analyzed in detail, and they are compared in order to discern regularities in the operation of the piece of action being examined that operate across multiple instances and thus constitute a stable practice for performing that action. (For further details of conversation analytic methods, see Atkinson and Heritage 1984; Pomerantz and Fehr 1997). Drawing on the database of forty videotapes, this chapter summarizes an initial examination of two kinds of recipient interventions into storytelling—attending to material, non–storytelling-related matters, and producing nonaligned recipient responses. Each was widespread in this data set, and provides an opportunity to consider the role that family relationships may play in the organization of the telling of a story.

Research has shown that storytelling can play an important role in family life (Blum-Kulka 1997; Ochs and Taylor 1995). However, conversation analysts are wary of assuming that constructs from outside of interaction—such as culture, context, gender, relationship, family or anything else—are to be taken to be relevant to the organization of the actions that are being performed in it. The burden of relevance is on the interactants. That is to say, for the analyst to take it that some construct from outside of the interaction is procedurally relevant (Schegloff 1987) to its unfolding, the analyst must show that and how interactants are demonstrably oriented to that particular construct at that particular moment. Though the majority of the interactions in my collection of Thanksgiving, Easter, and Passover dinners are fellow family members, it is not always “family” that is procedurally relevant or demonstrably oriented to in such a way as to shape the unfolding interaction.

Recipient intervention into storytellings is a well-documented phenomenon. Sacks (1978) suggested that any recipient turns during a storytelling constitute a kind of interruption of it, because storytellings involve the floor being yielded to one party for an extended turn at talk. But other work has indicated that recipient turns can either foster the ongoing storytelling or impede it. Schegloff (1982) showed how crucial recipient “continuers”—such as “mmhm,” “uh huh,” and “yeah”—are to the ongoing storytelling. He demonstrated that they have a robust role as indicators that a recipient is attending to the story but is not taking up or preparing to take up the floor at the end of a unit of the telling.

Similarly, Goodwin (1986) described how the precise placement of recipient continuers and assessments can provide for the continuation of the ongoing storytelling. Unless they are misplaced or misaligned, continuers and assessments do not constitute interventions into storytellings, but rather can provide indications from recipients of what they take to be the current state of the storytelling, in terms of both its progress and its import. There are things that recipients can do that can intervene into, or compete with, the storytelling, however—and actions of this kind are the focus of this chapter. Goodwin (1997, 78), drawing on Goffman, described what she called “byplay”: teasing, heckling, or playfully dealing with a description or story. Mandelbaum (1989) described how recipients can produce questions during the course of a storytelling that can fundamentally redirect or reconstitute the story.

In this chapter I describe two other intervention practices, each falling on different ends of the social solidarity scale. One is “material interventions”: a recipient intervenes
in a storytelling to pursue temporarily some material matter, such as asking for or about food. The other is where a recipient produces responses in such a way as to indicate a different upshot and/or trajectory for the storytelling than the one indicated by the teller. I noted above that for conversation analysts, invoking such discourse-extrinsic concepts as “family” is usually avoided unless they can be shown to be procedurally relevant. In each of the cases examined below it is possible to invoke family relationships as at least partially implicated in the interventions that occur. After laying out the practices and discussing them, I return to a discussion of the extent to which “family” can be invoked in understanding how these recipient responses unfold.

The first practice we examine involves a potential story recipient producing a first pair part request of someone at the table, seeking a material object such as food. These requests need not become the focal action of talk; they can be dealt with nonverbally, for instance by indicating an item of food to be passed, followed by the passing of it by a fellow interactant. When they do become focal actions, however, their precise placement in ongoing talk may indicate the social or relational “job” that they may be, at least in part, designed to accomplish. The second practice is the production of nonaligned recipient responses. These responses take up an element that is available in the storytelling, but they take it in a direction that differs from the one for which the storyteller appears to have built the storytelling. In the instances examined in this study, these nonaligned recipient responses are also disaffiliative.

In instance (1) there is a food solicitation and a food offer, but they are produced in ways that both intervene in between the soliciting of a storytelling and its production, and also seem oriented to “rescuing” the potential storyteller, a child, from her father’s requests for and assessment of the storytelling. That is, here the placement of alternate focal actions, the solicitation and offer of a roll, seems designed by the mother, who solicits a roll for herself and then offers a roll to the child, to provide what we might loosely call social support for the child from whom the storytelling has been solicited:

(1) [Stew Dinner]

1 DAD: [So Cin (0.2) tell me
2 about your day.
3 (0.5)
4 CIN: Uh::h
5 DAD: Wha’d=ju (d) learn.
6 (1.0)
7 DAD: [O:^::H yeah (we) went to thuh- we went to uh: (.)
8 CIN: [Uh::m-
9 CIN: Claim Jumper.
10 DAD: Claim Jumper today.
11 MOM: [><uh huh<)
12 MOM: May I have a roll [please,
13 CIN: [For uh field trip.=
14 DAD: =Sure.
15 DAD: An˚ may I have thuh- what please.
16 MOM: Yes.h
17 (0.5)
18 CIN: Went to Claim Jumper for (our)/(uh) fi:ld trip.
19 DAD: Yiea:h, an’- an’- telly me about it.
20 (0.5)
21 MOM: °°Cindy want uh roll,°°
22 (1.0)
23 CIN: Mm[:]
24 MOM: [(It’s soft, it’s good,)]
25 DAD: Come on,
26 CIN: Yeh.
27 DAD: [Describe this thing to me,]
28 CIN: Uh:m .h It was fu:n_i;
29 (0.3)
30 DAD: No.
31 (.)
32 DAD: You’re gonna h(h)aft do uh lot [better than that.]
33 MOM: [ Well she’ s- ] she’ll s- she’ s-
34 DAD: Hey [(shh:)]
35 MOM: [(just starting.)] [(°She’s just starting.°)
36 DAD: [Don’t: defend ’er:,
37 DAD: [I wanna hear this from °her.°
38 MOM: [( ) ((high pitched mumble))]
39 MOM: °She’ll do fine,°
40 (0.5)
41 CIN: Uhm_ (2.0) What’s this?
42 (1.0)
43 MOM: Uh garbanzo bean.
44 CIN: Ew:.
45 DAD: It’s uh bgan.
46 MOM: You don’t haft[a eat that part. Just eat the vegetable(s).
47 DAD: [It’s just uh type of bean.
48 DAD: [And- [telly me-
49 CIN: [(m) [(m)
50 MOM: °Can I have the butter please,°
51 DAD: Sure.
52 (3.5)
53 DAD: Cïnï. Go ahead. You’re up.
54 MOM: (°Take your knife °)
55 (1.5)
56 CIN: They took us on uh tou:r through the kïtchen.
57 CIN: An’ my favorite (0.2) part was going in thuh z- (0.3)
58 uhm_ thuh z:ero freezer. Zer: below.
59 (0.5)
60 DAD: [Q: h. (It was) zero degrees in there?
Here, Mom, Dad, and nine-year-old Cindy are beginning dinner together. In line 1 Dad solicits from Cindy an account of her day: “So Cin tell me about your day.” After a brief gap in line 3, during which Cindy leans forward, Cindy begins a turn with “Uh::”. Simultaneously she puts a forkful of food in her mouth. Though eating does not have to substitute for talking, here it apparently does. So this is one kind of material intervention into a storytelling—the storyteller may, at least temporarily, substitute eating for talking.

In line 5 Dad produces a more specific solicit of the telling from Cindy, “Wha’d=ju learn”. In line 6 Dad takes a roll. Next, in lines 7 and 10, Dad recalls what Cindy did: “O:::H yeah (we) went to thuh- went to uh: Claim Jumper today.” Mom offers confirmation in line 11. (As the tape proceeds, we learn that she chaperoned the field trip). At this point, Cindy could be about to produce her storytelling. In line 12, however, Mom asks for a roll. This may be prompted by Dad having just taken a roll in line 6. Next, Dad asks for the butter in line 15. Despite Cindy’s “for a field trip” in line 13, completing Dad’s turn and perhaps beginning the solicited report of her day, in line 14 Dad is fully oriented to Mom’s request, granting it with “Sure” in line 14, then passing her the bag of rolls, while issuing a related request in line 15. He builds it as related or reciprocal with the “and” that begins his turn, “An’ may I have the butter please.” He is fully involved with the material matter of food allocation then, and is not currently aligned as a recipient of Cindy’s incipient story (that he has solicited). Mom says “yes” in line 16, then passes the butter. Cindy treats the reciprocal exchange as complete here, as in line 18 she puts together her utterances from lines 9 and 13, “Went to Claim Jumper for uh field trip.” She produces this as though it is a complete turn constructional unit. In line 19, Dad solicits more from Cindy, treating this as an incomplete account: “Yiea:h, an’- an’- tell me about it.”

At this point, Dad has clearly solicited a report of Cindy’s day. It should be produced immediately next. As Cindy straightens up in her seat though, during the (0.5) gap in line 20, in line 21, in a whisper, Mom offers Cindy a roll: “Cindy want uh roll,”. Dad has taken a roll in line 6, and is currently attending to buttering it. Simultaneous with Dad’s solicitation of Cindy’s story in line 19, “Yiea:h, an’- an’- tell me about it,” Mom has extracted a roll for herself from the bag. Her hand immediately dips back into the bag during the (0.5) second silence in line 20, during which Cindy has not begun to respond to Dad’s solicitation, and she extracts another roll. In terms of the food allocation procedures of the meal, then, giving Cindy a roll is a possibly relevant next action, since Dad has one, Mom has just taken one, and Cindy is therefore the only one at the table who does not yet have a roll.

That Mom produces her offer sotto voce may indicate that she takes it that this action should be produced and treated as a subordinate activity—that is, there is some primary activity to which this should be subordinated. Presumably it is Dad’s strong solicitation of Cindy’s account of her day, making relevant a story from Cindy to which the offer of the roll is produced as subordinate by whispering it. However, it is important to look at the placement of the offer. It comes after Dad’s third solicitation of an account from Cindy, and at a point where Cindy could or should have started her account but has not. In producing her offer here, it is possible that Mom may be oriented to some difficulty Cindy may be having in producing the story in-
icated by recurrent delays in starting at lines 3, 4, 6, 8, 17, and, most recently, line 20. The offer of a roll may provide a temporary alternative primary focus (produced as a temporary alternative subordinate focus via the whisper). The offer could provide for a “legitimate” delay in Cindy beginning her story.

During the one-second silence in line 22, Cindy is oriented to the roll, and she appears to be considering it. This is further indicated in line 23 in her “Mm,” which could be heard to be enacting thinking or considering. At this point Cindy needs to respond to two quite different first pair part initiating actions: her father’s solicitation of a story, and her mother’s offer of a roll. It is possible that her “Mm” in line 23 can be heard to be responding to either initiating action by enacting “thinking.” In lines 24 and 25, both parents solicit her further. In line 24, Mom provides positive assessments of the roll, “It’s soft, it’s good” thus renewing and upgrading the offer. In line 25, Dad prompts Cindy to tell her story with “Come on.” That he says no more about what he is expecting from Cindy indicates his understanding of the force of his earlier story solicit to make relevant a story next.

In line 27, in overlap with Cindy’s “Yeah” in line 26, when she takes the roll from her mother, Dad produces another more specific solicit of a story from Cindy: “Describe this thing to me.” There is considerably more recipient intervention as this story proceeds, some of it from Dad quite negative, as in Dad’s assessment of the story so far in line 32, “You’re gonna have to do uh lot better than that.” Space considerations preclude examination of this recipient assessment of the story itself, and the storyteller’s own possible diversionary tactic in line 41, inquiring about an object in the stew, “What’s this.”

In the practices we have examined in this instance, first pair part turns concerned with the material matter of food distribution are produced at points where the storytelling has been strongly solicited by using first pair parts that make a telling relevant immediately next. The intervening turns are positioned just at the juncture where Cindy appears to be struggling with the production of the storytelling. They may thus be seen to give Cindy a legitimate alternative activity she “should” participate in, perhaps as a way to “protect” Cindy from her father’s forceful solicitation of her storytelling. In this way, these material interventions in the particular positions in which they occur may provide a way for Mom to “protect” or “support” Cindy.

In the next instance, we see interventions of a different kind. Rather than being concerned with material matters extraneous to the storytelling, a recipient produces nonaligned responses of various kinds. This extract is taken from a family Easter dinner. Participants are Tim, who is a college student home for the Easter holiday; Mangita, Tim’s fellow college student girlfriend; Tim’s parents, Dad and Mom; Jon, Tim’s brother, who is in high school; and Bobshi, who is Mom’s mother, and Tim and Jon’s grandmother. Immediately before this excerpt, the family has been reminiscing about a car they had when the boys were younger:

(2) [Easter Soup – Vacation Story 19:47–23:42]

54 TIM: ((addressed aside to Mangita)) That’s the one the- (.) the horses
55 shit on the windshield.
56 ( ): (hhh)
57  (0.5)
58 JON:  and Mom went  [through the] (   )
59 MAN:  [ O:h yah ]
60  (1.3)
61 JON:  (wall)
62  (0.3)
63 MAN:  (ehh)(heh)
64  (1.3)
65 MOM:  [(But-/Bite-) it’s sti:ll a- a wonderful fa:mily=  
66 (): [(          )
67 MOM:  =memory.
68 TIM:  iYeh?
69 JON:  (hm) (hm) (hm) (hm)
70 TIM:  [Yeh (only) I ’on’t like the sme:ll.
71 MAN:  heh huh huh huh huh huh
72 MOM:  Then when I pu[t (the) windshield wipers
73 DAD:  [Do you remember your
74 DAD:  [mother turning the windshield wipers o:n mm hm
75 MAN:  [ hah hah hah hah hah ]
76 DAD:  hm hm hm hm  [hm hm hm
77 TIM:  [Didn’t work very well
78 MAN:  -(hh)huh huh -(h[h]):
79 DAD:  [D’you remember ten minutes (in)
80 your mother got pulled over by a Virginia
81 trooper,
82 TIM:  nl I remember she got p[ulled]
83 MOM:  [ No:;] I got
84 pu[illed over by a trooper cz-
85 TIM:  [I- I remember her getting pulled over a lo:t.
86 DAD:  No she got pulled over by a Virginia trooper. You
87 guys were in the ba:ck seat. (0.5) and this
88 Smokey [the Bear guy, ]
89 TIM:  [All the other-] All the other cars le:ft,
90  (0.5)
91 TIM:  and  [she’s
92 DAD:  [Ye:s.
93  (0.5)
94 TIM:  [Pulled oyer]
95 DAD:  [Well  this ] Smokey the Bear guy sticks ’is head
96 in the window n says we’re lu:cky that we have
97 extradition otherwise he would’ve taken ’er in
98 jail. (.) And you two who were >little at the
99 time< started baw:ling crying cause they were
100 gonna jail your mother;
101  (0.5)
102 TIM: [I wish they had. (through a mouthful)]
103 MOM: (=and I was going <sigh> two: minutes an hour.)
104 (0.3)
105 TIM: Why? (1.4)
106 (0.3)
107 DAD: We were [keeping up with traffic as a matter=]
108 (0.5) d=
109 DAD: =of fact. they just- (0.5) d=
110 TIM: =are you the [only (              )]
111 DAD: [They took us to a justice (a) the peace house. He said "You fo:ll[ow me ]

The family has been reminiscing about a Pontiac Bonneville that they had. In line 54, Tim has identified the car to Mangita in the following way: “That’s the one the- the horses shit on the windshield.” Tim’s responses to his parents’ talk resist aligning with them. When Mom, in line 65, somewhat jokingly proposes this as a “Wonderful family memory,” Tim contests it with a questioning “Yeh?” in line 68, and in line 70 he formulates an exception: “Only I don’t like the smell.” The family continues to reminisce about this occurrence, with Dad in lines 73–74 soliciting the boys’ memory with “Do you remember your mother turn the windshield wipers on:.” While, in lines 75 and 76, Mangita and Dad laugh, Tim treats the matter seriously with “Didn’t work very well” in line 77.

Although much could be said about Tim’s nonaligned responses to the family’s reminiscences at this point in the interaction, here I focus on three different subsequent nonaligned responses. First, in response to his father’s reminiscence solicit (Lerner 1992) in line 79, rather than producing or coproducing the solicited reminiscence, Tim produces a slightly different one that resists Dad’s projected reminiscence and is also condemnatory of his mother. Second, in response to his father’s telling of the reminiscence, Tim offers a markedly different reaction than the one his father reports. Again, this response is hostile toward his mother. Finally, when his mother reports her traffic “violation” in a way that presents it as self-evidently nonblameworthy (thus indicating that she was stopped unnecessarily by the trooper), Tim treats the violation as accountable, thus rejecting her claim of self-evident innocence. Each response thus intervenes in the ongoing reminiscence by resisting its projected trajectory and import.

First, Tim produces a different kind of reminiscence than his father’s reminiscence solicit projects. In line 79, Dad solicits Tim and Jon’s memory of what happened next after their mother turned on the windshield wipers: “D’ you remember ten minutes in your mother got pulled over by a Virginia trooper?” As Lerner (1992) points out, reminiscence solicits are a way to begin a storytelling about a shared event. In lines 83–84, Mom appears to be about to set the record straight, rejecting Dad’s version with “No”: “No I got pulled over by a trooper cz:.” In overlap with Mom’s turn, in line 85 Tim uses reminiscence as a pretext for introducing something related but with a quite different trajectory: “I remember her getting pulled over a lot.” So he treats Dad’s reminiscence solicit as prompting memory not of a particular occa-
sion but of multiple occasions of being pulled over. In this way he participates in the activity of reminiscing, but he builds his response not by assisting in bringing the storytelling to the floor (as can be prompted by a reminiscence solicits) but by prompting a different kind of memory that contains a critique of Mom. Though this is an available direction in response to Dad’s reminiscence solicit, it draws a somewhat different import than that which Dad’s turn projected.

Next, Tim makes relevant next further talk regarding Mom being pulled over recurrently, rather than regarding this particular occurrence. In this way he introduces a critique of Mom as though this is the solicited response. In producing a related yet divergent response in second position, Tim directs talk toward critique of Mom rather than reminiscing about the family event Dad has invoked. This direction is different both materially, in terms of what gets addressed, and relationally—in two senses. First, it deals with a critique of Mom, and it is thus potentially disaffiliative with her. Second, it disjoins Tim from the solicited reminiscence of a shared family event, and thus it separates his memory from the shared family memory that Dad has projected. Further, it projects the abandonment of reminiscing about this particular occasion, in favor of remembering Mom being pulled over recurrently. Note, however, that it is formulated as reminiscing. Dad has solicited their remembering with “Do you remember.” Tim uses the “remembering” format in line 85 with “I remember her getting pulled over a lot.” In this way he preserves the activity format, reminiscing, but invokes a remembering that does not involve a story but rather a more general indictment of Mom’s driving.

In line 86, Dad expeditiously dismisses this direction for conversation made available by Tim by beginning his next utterance with “No,” followed by a report of the event regarding which he was apparently soliciting reminiscence: “No she got pulled over by a Virginia trooper. You guys were in the back seat. (0.5) and this Smokey the Bear guy. . . .” This perhaps attests to the interactional rights to the floor of a storyteller who has projected a story to tell, and it displays the kind of interactional resources that can be deployed to resist recipient intervention.

Throughout the ensuing telling, Tim resists the import of his parents’ reminiscences. We next examine his resistance to the import his Dad draws from the recounted reminiscence. In lines 95–100, Dad proceeds to report the event. The punch line is that the children, Jon and Tim, were crying because they thought that their mother was about to be taken away by the trooper. The story is formulated as addressed to Jon and Tim via “you two” and “your mother” and via Dad’s gaze being directed toward them. In line 101, there is no uptake of the apparent punch line of the story. In line 102, Tim says “I wish they had,” apparently indicating, contrary to the implications of his reported “bawling crying,” that he would have preferred it if his mother had been jailed. This reaction contrasts strongly with that portrayed in the telling. In addition to not taking it up as a reminiscence, it indicates the opposite reaction to the prospect of his mother being arrested than the one recalled by his father. In this way, Tim does not take up his father’s story as a reminiscence; nor does he take up the available hearing of it as an amusing story about their youth. Further, he actively counteracts the implication of fondness for or concern about their mother.
When his mother, in line 103, produces a turn that relies on recipients to collaborate with her in her claim of self-evident almost-innocence, “and I was going <siːʃə two: ˈmiːliəs an houːr,” Tim treats the claim as accountable (Heritage 1984; Scott and Lyman 1968), by asking “Why¿” in line 105, thus rejecting her claim of self-evident innocence. In her tone of voice, she indicates strongly that she takes this to be ridiculous, and presumably self-evidently so. In portraying the ticket as ridiculous, she also implies that she was not blameworthy. However, in line 105, Tim does not treat it as self-evidently ridiculous. Rather, he asks “Why,” indicating that he takes going at 62 miles per hour to be something that needs justification, and is thus a problem rather than self-evidently not a problem. In line 107, after a long gap in line 106, Dad provides an account for the speed, formulating it as a safety-related matter: “We were keeping up with traffic as a matter of fact.” He formulates this turn as contesting by including “as a matter of fact,” indicating that this is contrary to the expectations embodied in the “Why” in line 105.

Notice, then, that here Tim resists his mother’s apparent project of indicating that she was stopped unnecessarily by contesting that which she indicates she takes to be self-evident. This has consequences for the storytelling, because it results in further talk regarding the occurrence devoted to showing how his mother was in fact not culpable. It also has relational consequences, in that Mom proposes herself as blameless, and Tim resists this, thereby implicating her as blameworthy.

Here, then, we see a different kind of recipient intervention into a storytelling structure. The storytelling structure is a reminiscence—a format that is widespread in family dinners. Reminiscences of shared events are plausibly particularly susceptible to recipient intervention and redirection, or, to put it a little differently, are likely to involve multiple participants who could be “co-storytellers” and who could legitimately provide knowledgeable contributions or responses to the storytelling. So reminiscences may provide for access to the production of the storytelling in a much more liberal way than is typical of other kinds of storytelling. Likewise, they also invoke a special array of “proper” responses.

We know from years of research on storytelling in everyday conversations that recipient responses play a key role in the ongoing construction of a storytelling. For unknowing recipients (Goodwin 1981), a key part of responding to a storytelling is discerning, taking up, or resisting the “project” that the story may be designed to enact (Stivers 2008). Despite the fact that the reminiscence solicits indicate the expectation that he is in fact a knowing recipient—one who is already privy to the events to be told, and therefore possibly aware of their import—we see this kind of resistance produced persistently by Tim. In addition to having the potential to derail or redirect the reminiscences and storytelling, Tim’s responses position him antagonistically vis-à-vis his parents. From this instance we learn something about the interactional construction of families.

In various ways, reminiscence of shared family events may provide a particularly powerful opportunity for a family to enact being a family by producing the appearance of a group with distributed roles and perspectives of particular kinds of events that form a shared history. Shared assessment and alignment on the meaning
of those events is clearly optional. However, resisting parents’ interactional projects—
not only by treating a projected reminiscence about a particular event as invoking
recurrent instances of that occurrence (rather than a reminiscence about a particu-
lar event) but also by contesting parents’ inferences about these shared events—en-
acts a particular kind of disaffiliation and independence. Agreeing on the import of
a particular memory may embody a family that is unified in the past and the pres-
ent, and may invoke a shared, affiliative history. However, nonaligned responses of
different kinds can be destructive of, or at least threatening to, social solidarity. They
imply contested memories, disagreement, and even hostility.

In addition, then, to making relevant attempts to redress his apparent efforts to
take reminiscing in a different direction, and thus having the potential to redirect
the ongoing storytelling, Tim’s responses here introduce an additional layer of quite
active disaffiliation with his mother. The practices he recruits in resisting his par-
ents’ implications are not particular to being a mother or son but appear to form part
of the collection of practices through which these roles/identities/relationships (and
presumably others) are enacted. They may also have important implications for the
construction and management of the “independence” that is a standard adolescent
developmental phase. There is, however, something deeply family-relevant in re-
miniscing about the past. Tim’s resistance to his parents’ reminiscence-related proj-
ects constitutes one kind of intervention into an ongoing story or reminiscence. His
divergent responses threaten to undermine their emergent interactional projects. As
this instance also indicates, however, storytellers are not without resources in ad-
dressing recipient interventions of this sort, and they may provide for the ongoing
interactional construction and management of the development of teenagers’ iden-
tity and independence.

In instance (1) we saw recipient interventions of a quite different kind: food so-
licitations and an offer. Though Mom’s requests and offer are clearly not storytelling
related—and could thus be taken to be disaffiliative with the storyteller and as dis-
ruptive of Cindy’s ongoing project of telling about her day in response to her father’s
solicitations—they do seem to be precisely placed to intervene at moments where
Cindy is exhibiting trouble, and they are thus supportive of Cindy, and apparently sen-
tive to her. This is perhaps just the sort of special sensitivity a parent should be able
to enlist on his or her child’s behalf.

Note that a lack of buy-in to the storytelling—through interventions attending
to material matters such as understanding a referent in the storytelling or having food
passed—can be interactionally neutral. But in instance (1), we saw that dealing with
food distribution during the storytelling can actually be affiliative and thus can fos-
ter social solidarity by “supporting” a fellow interactant, whereas instance (2) showed
that resisting aligning with a storytelling, being aligned as a story recipient, and
treating the storytelling as a storytelling but pursuing a disaffiliative set of responses
can all be destructive of social solidarity. Thus we see that concurrent and interven-
ing actions during storytellings of different kinds may be affiliative or disaffiliative,
and may be strongly implicated in the production and management of family roles
and relationships.